THE NEXT-GENERATION DATA ACCELERATION ENABLES YOUR CLOUD MIGRATION

Moving to the cloud presents many challenges. Most agencies have made operating in the cloud part of their mission, yet fewer than 10% of federal workloads are in the cloud today. Those who start the journey find that the cloud environment is complex and different from what they are accustomed to. Once they establish access, agencies are challenged with the slow speeds and time it takes to move data to the cloud.

Government Acquisitions, Inc. presents Cloud Data Acceleration Platform (CloudDAP) that makes the transition to the cloud faster and easier. With a new integrated hardware and software solution, it takes the complexity out of accessing the cloud, with training and support to suit each agency’s needs. If you prefer to use your own hardware, we can instead deploy the software solution.

GAI’s CloudDAP enabler and data accelerator solution supports your mission by:

- Matching hardware with GAI’s Data Acceleration Platform powered by Pixspan to accelerate moving data to the cloud
- Supporting the options of moving data to the cloud via the network or AWS Snowball and on premise to NAS or private cloud
- Enabling easy on premise data movement by non-technical staff with an intuitive, drag-and-drop GUI
- Ability to move data within GovCloud and globally up to 30TB per hour
- Delivering popular deployment packages, such as Dell’s Pro Deploy Enterprise Suite
- Providing software installation, initialization services, and training
- Supporting appropriate security requirements
SPEED AND EASE OF USE IN ACCELERATING DATA TO AND WITHIN THE CLOUD

GAI brings over 30 years of dedication to Federal mission success and a performance culture to power real innovation.

ADVANCED AGENCY AWARENESS – A BUNDLED SOLUTION

GAI’s Cloud Data Acceleration Platform enables new global data movement and workflows not previously possible.

DEDICATED TO YOUR SUCCESS
FOCUSED ON SUPPORTING YOUR MISSION

GAI delivers the expertise to power Federal innovation. Changing course on a dime? No problem. As you enhance your cyber security strategies to detect and prevent in real time – we know it’s all about the mission. Protecting citizens. Supporting critical infrastructure. Delivering cutting-edge research and development. GAI is dedicated to empowering Federal missions with new efficiencies and agility. We deliver:

► Advanced capabilities with competitive pricing
► Mature, pragmatic, and collaborative team
► World-class partner ecosystem including:

Learn more - visit gov-acq.com or contact Government Acquisitions at (513) 721-8700 or sales@gov-acq.com